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1 Change Control

Date Version Details
14-Jun-12 0.0 Draft issue of this document

01-Sep-12 1.0 First issue
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2 Association Reference Data

Association Estonia (ES)
Commencement date 14 June 2012

Regions Estonia (ES-xxx)

Association parameters 1

Summit operation criteria Operation must be within 25m vertically of the summit

Band 1, score 1 point <300m ASL

Band 2, score 2 points >=300m ASL, <500m ASL

Band 3, score 4 points Not allocated

Band 4, score 6 points Not allocated

Band 5, score 8 points Not allocated

Band 6, score 10 points Not allocated

Seasonal bonus No

Bonus rationale Winter period with highest probability of sub-zero
temperatures and deep snow

Min. height for bonus Not applicable

Bonus period dates Not applicable

Association sponsored awards None

Association Manager Gary Hess, ES1WST (WS4T),
garyhess999@hotmail.com

2.1 Programme derivation
SOTA Estonia is an extension of similar programmes already active in other countries. In a
manner similar to the Marilyn programme of Great Britain, it considers the relative height of
summits compared to their surroundings and defines a minimum of 100 m climb from the
surrounding cols in order to qualify.

Topographic data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) was obtained by
Gary Hess in August 2011 and analysed using the Landserf programme. Landserf found one
peak in Estonia that meets the P150 criterion and two additional peaks that meet the P100
criterion. Landserf clearly identified two of the three peaks (ES-001 and ES-003). In the case
of ES-002, Landserf chose another peak (Tõikamägi; official elevation = 210m) as the
highest in the same upland area, but available data suggests this is incorrect (see
http://et.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otep%C3%A4%C3%A4_k%C3%B5rgustik). Due to the small
elevation difference (7m), ES-002 was assigned to "Kuutsemägi" (official elevation = 217m)
in accordance with local wisdom. Perhaps the shuttle elevation data is slightly skewed by the
presence of trees on some of the peaks.

Jim Coombes (G0CQK) carried out his own analysis and provided the following input:

My Landserf analysis identifies the summits that you refer to and reports 3 hills as qualifying
at P100 in Estonia viz.Suur Munamägi at 27.060091 57.71399, a summit with no identifiable
name at 26.565247 58.039047, and Emumägi at 26.375036 58.937943. What puzzled me at
first is that Jonathan de Ferranti and Mark Trengove who are both acknowledged experts in

1 See General Rules for parameter definitions
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the field of prominence have published a report of 3 hills with 100 metre prominence in
Estonia viz .Suur Munamägi, Emumägi and Kutsi Mägi but the location for Kutsi Mägi is
given as 26.327222 58.028611. My Landserf analysis did identify a summit at almost the same
point 26.326626 58.029118 but with a prominence of 97 metres whereas the summit with no
identifiable name gave a prominence of 144 metres exactly the same as they quote for Kutsi
Mägi. I then checked the col for these summits and identified that the key col for Kutsi Mägi
and the unidentified one lay between them. Although both appear to have the same height it
appears that in fact Kutsi Mägi is marginally higher and therefore it owns the 144m
prominence. Landserf is good at identifying the position of summits but there is a small
degree of error in the heights that it gives So net I think best to use the table from the two
prominence experts in the field.1

With so few qualifying summits in Estonia, the summit database is likely to be complete.
However, there is always the possibility of error, so activators are asked to submit details of
any proposed additional summits to the association manager (garyhess999@hotmail.com),
together with any supporting documentation. If the summit meets the SOTA criteria it will be
added to the list. Summits cannot be counted for points until a reference number has been
allocated by the association manager. The same address should be used for any other
proposed amendments.

2.2 General information
Estonia is a generally low-lying country. The country's highest point, Suur Munamägi (Egg
Mountain), is in the hilly southeast near the Latvian border and reaches 318 m above sea
level. Suur Munamägi is also the highest point in all of the Baltic countries.

2.3 Rights of way and access issues
Some summits may not have public access. In this case, it is essential that the landowner’s
permission be obtained before attempting activation.

2.4 Maps and navigation
The Estonian Land Board’s Geoportal website at “geoportaal.maaamet.ee/eng/” provides a
large collection of online map resources for Estonia. Eesti Päevaleht publishes the “Regio
Atlas Eesti Teed” (English: “Estonian Road Atlas”), which is a useful collection of roadmaps
covering all of Estonia. No definitive map for hill walking in Estonia has yet been discovered.
The websites at “www.visitestonia.com” and “www.maaturism.ee” are good general
resources for information about travel in Estonia.

Generally, navigation on the Estonian summits is not difficult, at least if you stick to the paths
and the weather remains fine. A GPS is a handy facility to determine the exact coordinates
of the summit.

2.5 Safety considerations
It is worth remembering that all hills can be inhospitable places in inclement weather at any
time of year. Despite Estonian summits never being far from road access, you should always
be prepared for a possible deterioration in the weather and dress accordingly.

Mobile phone coverage is generally good throughout Estonia, but there may be certain areas
without coverage. Nevertheless, if you have a mobile phone, it is worth taking it with you.

1 See https://sites.google.com/site/europeaklist/Home/Estonia
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2.6 Disclaimer
Hiking, hill-walking and rock-climbing are potentially dangerous activities. The SOTA
Management Team and their associates assume no responsibility for accidents. Each
participant does so at his or her own risk, and must decide, on the basis of their own ability,
whether an objective is achievable. The listing of a summit in the reference does not mean
that it is easy to reach, and it is always worth seeking local advice for all but the simplest of
expeditions.
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3 Summit Reference Data
3.1 Region Reference – Estonia

Association Estonia (ES)
Region Estonia (ES-xxx)

Region manager Refer to Association Manager, Gary Hess
(garyhess999@hotmail.com)

3.1.1 Regional notes
Estonia is, by nature, not a mountainous country and does not sound very hopeful for SOTA
summits, but some prominent hills are found in the eastern and especially the south-eastern
parts the country.

The highest point in Estonia and the Baltic States is Suur Munamägi (ES-001; 318 m). It is
situated in the southern part of the village of Haanja, which is about 18 km south of the town
of Võru. There is a permanent exhibition in the 29m observation tower. It is situated on the
top of the hill and was built in 1939 and renovated in 1969. Since 2005 there has been an
elevator in the tower.

Kuutsemägi (ES-002; 217 m) is located in the Otepää uplands and is home to a resort with
diverse recreation possibilities including tennis, mountain biking and hiking in the summer
and both downhill and cross-country skiing in the winter.

Emumägi (ES-003; 166 m) is the highest hill in the Pandivere Upland and in all of Northern
Estonia. From the watch tower at the top of the hill, several churches can be seen along with
an increasing number of mobile telephone towers in recent years. Unlike many other watch
towers in Estonia, a traditional agricultural landscape dominates the scene here. The more
distant scene includes extensive mire areas of Endla and the forests of Alutaguse region.
From its base, Emumägi rises 80 metres. Essentially, the hill consists of several landforms
linked together, i.e. there is a long esker lying on the drumlin-like hillock. Emumägi together
with the Tammiku Hill located north of the former forms a 12 km long mound range with
many steep-sloped valleys and depressions. The slightly slanting western slope of the
mound is predominantly covered with arable land. According to legend, Emumägi Hill was
formed from soil from the Peetla bog pawed into a heap by the horse of Kalevipoeg, a
national hero. As Kalevipoeg was deep in sleep, he could not hear the wolves approaching
his horse. The forelegs of the horse were restrained so the anxious horse dug a huge hill but
still succumbed to the wolves.

3.1.2 Table of summits

SOTA Alt(m) Alt(ft) Summit Name Lat Long Locator Valid from Valid until Pts

ES-001 318 1044 Suur Munamägi 57 42 52 N 27 03 33 E KO37MR 01/09/2012 2

ES-002 217 712 Kuutsemägi 58 01 43 N 26 19 38 E KO38DA 01/09/2012 1

ES-003 166 545 Emumägi 58 56 15 N 26 22 30 E KO38EW 01/09/2012 1


